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Are Hose and Holes Roommates?
by Ruth Kunerth

Are hose and holes roommates? Sometimes evidence leads us to believe so.

This is how the pair got started! Miss Coed stopped at the hosiery counter and asked for a dollar pair of cinnamon colored, chiffon hose, size nine. Price, color, weight, and foot size—all very well, but when that was all, the hose-hole clique began.

According to the advice given by the Montana State Experiment Station after a survey of eight popular brands of hose, and stocking habits, these additional signposts were suggested for Miss Coed:

1—Wide awake for the thread number!
2—Hunt evidence of a twist in the silk yarn!
3—Observe whether the hose are firsts or irregulars!
4—Look at reinforcement of the high splice!
5—Enter length as well as foot size in your request!
6—Have shoes that fit!
7—On rough places do not hang them!
8—Shampoo hose often!
9—End of WHOLE HOSE but not of care. Wear them straight and untwisted!

Conduct a survey by yourself. After all, a review of Iowa State College women's buying habits show that $1,349.85 per year is spent for hose, and since you invest a large sum in hosiery each year, you ought to get the best possible returns. Remember the brands you buy and check up to see which ones consistently “run” away. Shadow yourself and find out your own habits and what you unwittingly do.

Loneliness is like a pebble in my shoe
A painful, pricking longing
To say hello to you.
Nature tried to callous it
With months and miles and other men—
But just as soon as I step down,
I feel it prick again.
—Ronny Ronningen

Spray It!
by Carol Brueck

Many girls have turned back to Colonial days in the way they dress their hair, and, like their hoop skirted grandmothers, wet it and put it up on curlers at night. Since one of the girls in the dormitory at Iowa State College started using an atomizer for wetting hers, many others have followed suit.

Wetting the hair with a comb is not satisfactory because one cannot be sure it gets evenly moistened. Many times one part will take hours to dry, while another may not have been wet at all, depending entirely on the whim of the comb, so the girl mentioned sprays the water over her head with an atomizer. She says her hair never gets too wet, and now, instead of having to sleep on the curlers, she can wear them for only a couple of hours in the afternoon.

Whitman’s Valentine Hearts

For seven consecutive years we have sold out of Whitman’s Valentine Hearts. Place your order early. A 50c deposit will prevent disappointment.

CAMPUS DRUG
Campustown

The Skater’s Waltz

The fun of skating doesn’t end when you leave the ice. You will always find the Union warm and ready to satisfy that appetite you get from skating. Come in as you are and enjoy the friendly atmosphere in the Grill.
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